We are surprised at the expense, time and effort that has gone into the dunes problem at Cannon Beach. Such a beautiful area, and unsightly dunes being allowed to remain, making access to the beaches so difficult, especially for individuals with walking problems, and preventing viewing from many areas. There are many elderly people that come to Cannon Beach, and they would still like to be able to get to the beach besides the one ramp at Tolovana. It seems so logical to cut down some of the buildup that just keeps continuing to take away beauty behind the unsightly dunes.

We trim trees that block views, we cut grass that gets high and unsightly, we have trash remover teams to make areas more pleasant. What a shame to let the sand dunes take over and hide some of the most beautiful ocean views in the world. Cannon Beach is a unique and beautiful area, what a shame to protect the ever invading dunes. It would seem to us the Cannon Beach City Council and those living in Cannon Beach would want to show off their beautiful area, instead of working so hard to protect ugly sand dunes and dune grass, that just keeps growing.

Sincerely,
Bart and Carol Withers